
Welcome to Gasthof zur Schmiede 
In the truest sense of the meaning, we want to make your stay as pleasant as possible. Part and 
parcel of this is our carefully prepared cuisine, where particular emphasis is placed on the 
variety of local produce available. Your own specific culinary requirements are a matter of 
interest to us too. A wide range of Austrian wines are ideal accompaniments to an outstanding 
menu, and are part of the choice available. Our idyllic terrace tempts you to linger for a while 
– over some coffee and cake, a glass of Prosecco or a schnapps "to aid digestion" after a lovely 
meal. 

Restaurant 
We prepare dishes from regional Carinthian and Austrian cuisine and offer seasonal dishes 
and tasty treats. The emphasis is on regional, local produce. Home-made tarts, cakes and 
pastries indulge your sweet tooth. An award-winning and well-tended beer culture, well-
chosen branded items, including drinks and fruit juices from Lavanttal are available on our 
drinks list and there is a wide selection of Austrian white and red wines in our new 
vintotheque "Paolo Santonino".  
Our cosy and lovingly designed snug has space for 30 guests. Friends meet regularly for 
drinks here, or at the bar for a cosy get-together. Meanwhile we indulge our guests with 
regional, traditional fare at our lovingly laid tables. 

Celebrations 
Gasthof zur Schmiede offers tradition and cosiness and is a perfect setting for any occasion. 
Whether it is in our dignified snug or in the dining hall, which can be specifically arranged to 
cater for celebrations, including birthdays and weddings, and for company celebrations too. The 
dining hall with its bay windows, has a sophisticated ambience and space for up to 120 people. 

Vinotheque "Paolo Santonino" 
Pay a visit to our new vinotheque "Paolo Santonino" – not just to sample the wine, but also to 
get a gift, wrapped up to take away with you. 

 
 

Rooms 
Our well-kept Comfort rooms have a shower, WC and balcony, from where you get to enjoy a 
wonderful view to the fantastic mountains in Carinthia. Satellite TV is standard. Many of the 
rooms have been designed in such a way that even large families feel great. We are delighted 
to welcome children. Even the morning in "Gasthof zur Schmiede" starts off pleasure-packed, 
in every respect. After you get up you get to feast on the south-facing views to our wonderful 
mountains, the Jauken and the Reißkofel. To the north is our idyllic little village centre, 
surrounded by lush "green", wishing you "Good morning". When all is said and done, our 
extensive buffet breakfast is a lovely start to many relaxing, restorative days. 
 



Room prices 2019 

General pricing conditions 
Local prices of € 1.60 per person and night are not included in the price. 

Prices are valid from two nights; short stay surcharge € 4.-- 

Children up to the age of 3 stay free of charge in their parents’ room. We accept debit cards 
and all credit cards. Single room surcharge per person and day € 8.00. General terms and 
conditions for the Austrian hotel sector apply. Prices for dates not stated and any other 
information about package offers is available via e-mail, telephone: +43 (0) 4712 562 or via 
the contact form! Half-board available from three nights, on request. 

Dogs are permitted. Price per night € 5.00. 

 

Oberes Drautal - A region worth experiencing 
Welcome to Oberdrautal outdoor park, where there is everything to set the hearts of outdoor 
lovers racing - exciting sport and leisure activities, as well as oases of relaxation and 
tranquillity! The unique natural landscape in the midst of the gentle summits of the Kreuzeck 
group to the north, the impressive mountain ranges of the Gailtal Alps to the south and the 
Lienz Dolomites to the west, the pleasantly mild, stimulating Alpine climate and the 
hospitality of this region tempts sports fans and those looking for relaxation to enjoy an 
unforgettable nature-filled and experience-packed holiday. Far removed from mass tourism. 
 

 

Hiking 
A little bit in the shade of the famous mountains like the Großglockner, the Ankogel and the 
Lienz Dolomites, the summits of the Kreuzeck group and the Gailtal Alps soar towards the 
heavens above. This little explored mountain landscape in the west of Carinthia provides 
superb, variety-packed hiking opportunities – whether you want to relax and unwind, are 
looking for adventure, solitude or company. 

Valid until 01. November 2019 

Room with breakfast 
per person and day 

          

Adults 
Ages 15 and over              

€ 38.00   
   

Children’s prices (staying in their parents’ room) 
4-6 years old 
7-11 years old 
12-14 years old 

 
€ 
€ 
€ 

 
17.00 
21.00 
28.00 

  

 
  

 



Cycling 
The 230 km Drau cycle path (R1) follows the origin of the Drau along the Lienz Dolomites 
through the mountains in Upper Carinthia to the lakes in Carinthia. In between is the 
charming Upper Drautal which has numerous natural attractions and unspoilt vegetation. 
Juniper groves, protected botanical rarities, mountain herbs and culinary delectations tempt 
you to enjoy a longer cycling trip in the outdoor park that is Oberdrautal. 

Way up high 
Float gently above the landscape while paragliding and hang-gliding, take a look at the world 
from above - so many worries are put into perspective up in the lofty heights. The flying camp 
is in Greifenburg; start out from Emberger Alm in Berg im Drautal. As well as the ladies 
hang-gliding world championships (2004), the European hang-gliding and fixed-wing 
aeroplane championships have been held here (2008). 

Enjoy 
There, where at one time the Pangaea and the ocean came together, today is one of the 
loveliest fluvial landscapes in the southern Alps. The River Drau opened up a path between 
the crystalline and dark, gentle peaks of the Kreuzeck group and the light limestone rock of 
the Gailtal Alps. The upper reaches of the Drau today are one of the last natural rivers in the 
Alps and provide you with the opportunity to discover the beauty of our region from the 
water. 

Skiing 
Whether in the valley or on Emberger Alm, the outdoor service provider "drauactiv" has a 
course to suit beginners & experts alike! Practice makes perfect! And with the ski school in 
Oberdrautal outdoor park, anyone can get out there on their boards! Maybe you want to 
improve? Learn how to ski in deep snow or finally tackle the mogul pistes with grace? Then 
our ski school is the place for you! 

Ice-skating 
Ice-skating – family fun that is fun for everyone. In Oberdrautal outdoor park there is an 
opportunity in every town in the area to practice pirouettes on artificial ice, or even on 
Weissensee, which is just half an hour away and is one of the biggest natural ice areas in 
Europe! Weissensee – the biggest natural ice area in Europe – is just a 15-30 minute drive 
from the outdoor park. 

  



Cross-country skiing 

There are no end of hiking slopes through Drautal. Walk, without the distraction of 
the noise and the smell of traffic. Get fit and rid your body of everyday frustrations in 
the clear winter air. Oberdrautal has an extensive network of skiing tracks. The routes 
proceed through the romantic fluvial landscapes of the Drau and across sunny 
altitude terraces. 

 

Snow-shoe hiking 
Snow-shoe hiking is child’s play – make your tracks in the deep, powder snow or in firn snow 
that is a few centimetres deep and immerse yourself in this unique fairy-tale scenery. Hike 
through areas and landscapes which would otherwise be inaccessible in the winter. Deep 
snow-covered mountains, up through picturesque forests, the warm sunshine on your face. A 
holiday couldn’t be any more pleasure-packed. 

 

Contact 
Gasthof zur Schmiede 
Michaela and Franz Weiss & Family 
Berg 4 
A-9771 Berg im Drautal 
Carinthia - Austria 
 
+43 (0) 4712 562 
info@gasthofzurschmiede-berg.at 
 
Opening hours: 
Tuesday to Saturday 10:00 a.m. – 12.00 p.m., Sunday 9.00 a.m. - 3.00 p.m. 

Hot food served from 11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. and from 5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. 

Closed Monday! 

 

Enquiry 
We are here for you at any time should you have any specific enquiries. 

Contact us on: info@gasthofzurschmiede-berg.at or telephone +43 (0) 4712 562. 


